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[Reprinted   from   the   Journal   of   Industrial   and   Engineering   Chemistry,
Vol   8,  No.  6,  page  523.      June,   1916.]
THE   DEDICATION   OF   THE   NEW  CHEMISTRY  BUILD-
ING,   UNIVERSITY  OF  ILLINOIS
The  new   Chemistry   Building   of  the   University   of
Illinois   was   formally  dedicated  on  the   I9th   of  April.
The   exercises   were   held   in   the   Auditorium   a,nd  the
program  was  as  follows:
HONORABI,a  EDWARD  F.  DUNNE,  GoVERNOR  oF  ]l,I.INols,  Presiding
ScRlpTURE  READING,  AND  PRAyER,  REV.  GEORGE  P.  HoSTER,  D.D„  Rector
of  Emmanuel  Episcopal  Church,  Champaign
PRESIDENT  EDMUND  JANES  JAMES
ADDREss,  "Tin TRAINING  oF`  CHEMlsTs,"  AI.EXANI>ER  SMITH.  Professor  of
Chemistry,  Columbia   University
ADI)RESS,  "RESEARC`H  AS  A  NATIONAI.  DUTY,"    WII.LIS   RODNEY  WHITNEV,
Member of  the  U   S.  Naval  Board,  Director  of   the  Research
I,aboratory  of  the  General  Electric  Company
The  addresses  by  President   James,  Professor  Smith,
and  Dr.  Whitney   are   printed  in  full   below,   and   are
followed  by  an illustrated  description   of   the  building,
prepared  especially  for  us  by  Dr.  8.  S.  Hopkins  of  the
Chemistry  D.epartment  of the  University.-[EDITOR. I
INTRODUCTORY  ADDRESS
BY  PRESIDENT  EDMUND  JANES  JAMES
The   dedication   of   a  great   and   expensive   building,
erected    for    university    purposes,    always    raises    the
question  whether   a  university  is  not  spending  an  un-
due   amount   of   its   funds   upon   the   mere   piling   up
of   bric`k   and   stor]e.     The   well-worn   statement   that
a  satisfactory  college  is  a  log  with  a  man  at  one  end
and   a  boy   at   the   other   was  the   beginning,   perhaps,
of the  serious  criticisms  made  upon  many  of  our  Amer-
ican institutions that they were in the habit  of spending
too  much   money  on  brick  and  mortar,  and  too  little
on   flesh   and   blood.     You   will   remember   that   Johns
Hopkins  University   started  its  beneficent  and  epoch-
making   work   in   the   field   of   American   education   in
a  very  inferior  and  in  some  respects,  for  its  purposes,
poorly  adapted  set  of  buildings,  and  that  it  has  been
pointed  out   many  times  as  an  illustration  of  how  to
do  things  worth  while  in  the  field  of  university  educa-
tion.  as  compared  with  some  other  institutions  in  the
country  which  spend   large  sums   of   money   upon  the
erection   of   great   buildings   and   have   comparatively
little   left   for   equipment,   running   expenses,   and   the
payment   of  the   salaries   of  the   university   professors.
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conduct.     When   I   became   responsible   for   a   certain
portion  of  the  policy  involved  in  recommendations  to
the   Legislature  o£   Illinois.   I  saw  another  side  of  the
same proposition.
We   cannot  expect  the  average   man  to  appreciate
the   importance   of   certain   phases   of   scientific   work.
In  fact,  it  is  very  difficult  for  one  academic  man  to
appreciate   fully   the   importance   of   the   work   which
his   fellow   academician   is   carrying   on   in   a,   to   him,
remote   field.     I   heard   only   yesterday   a   very   dis-
tinguished   member   of   this   body   remark   tnat   while
Assyriology   and   Egyptology   were   undoubtedly   very
important  subjects,  yet  certainly  no  one  could  claim
for  an  instant  that   they  ranked  in  importance   with
chemistry:  moreover. they  had  waited  so  long  for  de-
velopment  they   might  wait  a  while  longer.     And  he
was  inclined,   therefore,  to feel  that  a university ought
to  be`spending  all  its  funds  on  chemistry.  and  post-
poning  the  time  when  it  would  be  making  collections
of  Egyptology  and  Assyriology.     I  called  his  attention
to the fact that the building of the dam at  Assuan had
destroyed  irremediably  some  of the  very  finest  archeo-
logical  remains  of  the  ancient  world,  and  that  because
the  universities  did  not  bestir  themselves  and  collect
these  materials  in  time,  they  had  lost  the  opportunity
forever.     I  also called his attention to the fact that the
great  war  was  probably  playing  havoc  with  the  great
collections    of    Babylonian    and    Assyrian    brickbats
in   the   valley   of   the   Tigris   and   Euphrates,   whereas
the   knowledge   of   chemistry   which   we   have   not   yet
attained would be perfectly safe locke.d up in the bowels
• of nature for many generations to come if it were neces-
sary,  that  is,  if  we  couldn't  get  around  to  discovering
jt and unlocking it before.
Still  more  difficult  is  it for  the  average  man  who  has
not   come   in   conta,ct   with   academic   things   and   uni-
versity  ways  of  doing things,  who  has  little  knowledge
of human history and little  perception of how one thing
is  tied  to  another,   to  understand  in   any  thoroughly
satisfactory  way  the  importance  of   all    these   things
which  we  academic  men  are  urging  upon  the  attention
of  the  public.
Now   chemistry   is,    of   course,    a   rather   concrete
subject.     Nearly  every  man,  no  matter  what  his  edu-
cation   may  have  been,   or  whether   he  has   any  edu-
c.ation  at  all,  if  he  has  simply  read  the  newspapers  or
read  the  children's  periodical  literature,  has  some  con-
ception   at   any   rate   of   wha,t   chemistry   means   and
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some   little   idea   of   the   importance   of   the   subject
in  the  history  of  human  culture  and  the  importance  of
developing   it   in   the   interests   of   human   health   and
human   welfare   in   general.     And   yet,   I   think,   there
is  no  doubt  that  the  average  man  who  has  given  his
attention    chiefly   to    Egyptology    or    Assyriology    or
to  Latin and  Greek,.  even though a cultivated and edu-
cated  man,  has  little  or  no  conception  of  the  funda-
mental   importance   of   the   deve.1opment   of   chemistry
to  the  progress  of  human  life.
Now,  of  course,  the  simplest  way,  the  most  direct
way,  and  the  proper  way  to  induce  this  appreciation,
of  the  work  of  this  great  subject  in  the  mind  of  the
average  man  is  to  educate  him  directly  upon  the  im-
portance  of  chemistry;  try  to  get  some  chemical  ideas
into  his  head;  point  out  the  relation  of  chemistry  to
the practical things that he himself is trying to do every
day,   etc.,   etc.     But  this   is   not   always   very  easy   to
accomplish.     I  have  found  it  to  be  so,  as  to  the  mem-
bers  of  the  faculties  to  which  I  have  belonged  and  as
to  the  members  of  my  own  family  and  acquaintances
who  were  not   connected   with   the   universities;  from
a  study  of  the  remarks  and  views  of  the  average  man
who  comes  to  visit  the  University  of  Illinois,  from  the
ranks   of   the   advertising   men,   from   farmers,   from
bankers,   and   men   in   general   whose   profession   has
not  brought  them  necessarily  in  touch  with  academic
methods  and  academic  standards  and  academic  ideals.
I have come around quite strongly to the view that the
most   direct   method   of   educating   such   people   as   to
the  importance   of   certain  things  is  to  let  that  impor-
tance  be shown  in  some  visible  structure  of  steel  and
iron,  of  concrete  and  brick,  which  impresses  his  senses
and  may  impress  his  imagination.
I  am  quite  sure  that  no  farmer  in  Illinois,  that  no
laboring   rna,n   in   Illinois,   that   no   advertising   man,
or   ba,nker,   or  lawyer   could   view   this   great   building
which  has  been  erected  upon  the  campus  of  the  Uni-
versity  of  Illinois  in  the  interests  of  chemistry,   even
though  he  look  a,t  it  merely  from  the  outside,  without
unconsciously    experiencing    the    feeling-you    might
almost   say   the   conviction-"Why,   that   must   be   a
mighty   important   subject   on   which   the   University
of  Illinois  is  willing  to  spend  so  much  money!"     And
if   he   goes   into   the   laboratory,   though   he   doesn't
understand   what   all   these   test  tubes   and  all   these
pipes,  etc.,   mean,  but  simply  sees  all  the  amount  of
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quate  library  building,  adequate  to  house  five  million
books,  as  we  hope  to  have  in  the  course  of  time,.  the
mere   existence   of  that   building,   the  mere  impression
which   it   would   make   upon   the   public   mind;   and   I
mean  by  that,  the  mind  of  the  State,  the  minds  of  the
taxpayers,   the  minds  of   the  people  who  are  contribu-
ting to the support of the institution, would be the most
potent  influence  in  getting  an  adequate  fund  for  the
purchase  of  books  necessary  to  fill  those  shelves  and
the  creation  of  a  staff  necessary  to  organize  and  de-
velop  such  a  library.
Friends,  we  are glad to have  you here,  rejoicing with
us  over  the  erection  of  this  great  structure,  because
it   is   going  to   be   one   of  the   most   powerful   agencies
in   helping   us   to   secure   for   chemistry,   for   chemical
investigation,   for   chemical   teaching,   for   the   spread
abroad of chemical knowledge an ever greater influence.
There wa,s always something symbolic and significant
in    laying    the    foundations    a,nd    in   completing   the
dedica,tion  of  a,  great   building  for  the  uses  to   which
it  is  to  be  devoted.     The  huma,n  being  has,  somehow
or  other,  an  unconscious  feeling  of  the  importance  of
the  initial  steps,  and  then  the  importance  of  the  fina,1
steps,  a  sort  of  unconscious  idea that  a  great  structure
of  this  sort  represents  in  itself  and  shadows  forth  in
itself  the  efforts  of  humanity  directed  toward  higher
things;  and so,  many tribes  of  men  have  made  human
sa,crifices,  have  buried  human  beings  alive  under  the
corner  stones  of  such  buildings,  have  shed  their  blood
in  the   final   dedication,   a  symbol   of   what  the  great
effort  involved  in  erecting  the  building  has  signified.
We have been at work on this building now for many
years.     In   fact,   the   older   portion   of   this   building
ha,d  no  sooner  been  completed  than  the  members  of
the  chemica,I  sta,ff ,  themselves,  set  about  planning  for
an  enlargement  of  the  structure.  for  an  addition  to  it;
and   I   believe  that   even   now,   before   we   have  fairly
dedicated    this    building.    Professor    Noyes    and    his
associates   are   casting   long   and   lingering   glances   at
the  open  lot  opposite  the  present  building,   with  the
hope  that  the  University  may  get  that  against-I  will
not  say,  the  time  when  we  need  more  space  for  chem-
istry,  for  that  is  already  here;  these  gentlemen  have
more than filled this building, and are pressing urgently
for additional space-but aga,inst the time  when funds
may  be  available  for  actually  beginning  the  erection
of  such  a  build.ing.       These  chemical  men  have  been
at  work  for  years  planning  for  this  structure,  trying
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importance  and  with  the  value  of  the  study  of  chem-
istry,  and  inspire  them  with  the  ambition  to  do  their
part in  making this  study effective  and  helpful to their
day  and  generation.
In  other  words,  that  the  members  of  this  staff  shall
feel it incumbent upon them not to lop off their students
as   rapidly   as   possible,   not   to   pride   themselves   on
the number of students they drive  away from the study
of chemistry,   or   cut  off   from the possibility of  study-
ing  it;  but  on  the  contrary,  to  pride  themselves  on  the
number  of  students  whom  they  have  taught  to  love
chemistry,   whom   they   have   fired   with   an   ambition
to  know  more  and  ever  more  of  the  secrets  locked  up
in  this  great  field,  and  enlighten  their  minds  to  such
an  extent  that  they  will  appreciate  in  an  ever  larger
way what chemistry has  done and is  doing and  may do
for the  welfare  of the  human race.
Every  member  of  the  staff  of  this  chemical  depart-
ment, it seems to me, ought to feel that it is his business
first  of  all  to  be   a  teacher,   a  good  teacher,   a  thor-
oughly  efficient teacher,  an inspiring teacher and  guide
and  counsellor  in  this  field  of  chemistry  to  the  young
people  who  rna,y  elect,  or  who  may  be  forced  into  this
important  branch  of  study.
In the second place, it is certainly a great and funda-
menta,1  function  of  the  staff  of  such  a  great laboratory
as  this  to  be  enlisted  with  a  :ruly  religious  fervor  in
making their  contributions to  an ever-wider knowledge
of  chemistry;  fired  with the  ambition to  add  each  year
some   little   increment   or  other   to   our   knowledge   in
this-field, to our control over nature,  which comes from
a   knowledge,    a   thorough-going   knowledge    of   this
field.     Every  member  of  this  staff  should  feel  that  it
is  incumbent   upon  him  to   be   an  investigator,   a  re-
search  worker,  and  if  he  ever  feels  that  he  neither  has
the  brains  nor  the  ambition  to  do  something  in  that
line,.he  ought  to  resign  his  position  on  the  staff  and
select   some   other   career,   for   certainly  no   man   who
isn't  fully  imbued  with  his  fundamental  responsibility
in  this  respect  has  any  business  being  a trustee  of  this
enormous   agency   for   the   benefit      C   the   public.     If
he is not doing this, he is a false trustee, he is betraying
the  interests  of the  people  who  have  vested this  power
in  him.
A  third  very  important  matter,  which  every  mem-
ber  of  this  staff ,   and  the  sta,ff  as  a  whole,  ought  to
keep  in  mind  is  that  you  should  let  your  light  shine.
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by newspaper and magazine articles, popular  addresses,
etc.
I   wish  you   Godspeed  in  your  future   work  in  this
magnificent   structure,    and   I   think    I   can   promise
you for the  Board of  Trustees,  a,nd,  if  I  understand the
people of this state rightly, for them and their children,
the  heartiest  support  in  this  great  undertaking  that  is
now  committed  to  your  charge.
THE  TRAINING  0F  CHEMISTS  .
By   ALEXANDER   SMITH
The  address  on  research,  which  follows  mine,  deals
with  that   a,im  of  the   chemist   which   always  receives
the    most    enthusiastic    recognition.     But    thorough
j7o¢"¢7Gg  is  indispensabl.e  before  original  work  can  begin.
A  genius,   without  adequate  training,  seems  to  know
by  instinct  what  information  he  needs  and  where  to
find  it.     He   devises   new   methods   when  those   which
he  has  learned  fail.     He  reaches  the  goal,  in  spite  of
all  handicaps.     Better  training  would  have  saved  him
some  needless  loss  of  time,  but  often  would  not  have
improved   the   final    result.     Geniuses,    however,    are
few and far between.     The  advancement  of the science
would  be  fitful,  if  it  depended  upon  them  alone.  .   The
greater  part   of  the   a,dditions   to   chemical   knowledge
are  rna,de  by  men  with  an  aptitude  for  the  science,  it
is   true.   but   with   nothing   approaching  genius  of  the
higher   order.     With   them,   the   thoroughness   of   the
previous  tra,ining   is,  therefore,   a  very  potent  factor.
At  the  other  extreme,  in  the  case  of  the  chemist  who
does  mainly  routine  a,nalyses,  who  corresponds  to   the
draftsman  as  distinct  from  the  architect,  the  trainirig
he  received   must   determine  largely  the .value   of  his
results.     In all the intermediate cases,  where intelligent
study  of  an  individua,1  situation  is  demanded,  and  new
adaptations  to  special  purposes  are  required,  tra,ining
in  the  principles  of  the  science  a,nd  previous  exercises
in  applying  them  to  new  cases,  with  the  alertness  and
mental   adaptability   which   such   training    produces`
are the  chief factors in success.     The training of  chem-
ists   is,   therefore,   a   matter   well   worthy   of   careful
study.
It  is   not   my   purpose  to   discuss  the  subject   as   a
whole.     I    desire    rather    to    emphasize    four    points
which, after nea,rly thirty years' experience as a teacher,
I   am  inclined  to  think  are  of  vital  importance,   yet
receive  too  little  consideration,   and  indeed  are  often
entirely ignored.
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self  to  the  briefest  po'ssible  references  to  what  he  has
a  right  to   assume  as   known,   too   often  spends   many
hours   repeating   such   pal.ts   of   the   elementary   facts
and  such  elementary  principles  as  are  required  in  his
work.     I   have   known   of   instructors   in   quantitative
analysis  who  ignored   all  the   content   of  the   previous
instruction-both  facts  and  theory-and  r6duced  the
subject to  a  series  of  mechanical  processes,  which  could
have  been  performed  equally   well   (or   equally   badly)
by  a  beginner.     The  students  respond  quickly  to  this
situation,   just   as   in   other   circumstances   they   would
respond  to   dema,nds   on   their   previous   training,   and
soon   work   with   due   lack   of   intelligence.     Thus   not
only  may  the  previous  training  remain  unused,  wherc-
continuous and most eff ective use could have been made
of  it  and  much  might  have  been  added,  but`  being  un-
used,  it  is  soon  forgotten.     At  the  end  of  two  or  three
years   of   work,   the   pupil   may   actually   know  less  of
the  science  than  he   did   at  the  end  of  the  first   year.
Even   if  each   course   overlaps   only   a,bout   ha,1f   of   the
preceding  course,  the  inevitable  result  is  that  the  pupil
gains  in  four  years  only  what,  with  better  coordinated
instruction,  he  could  have  secured  in  two  years.
Curiously   enough`   the   opposite   fault   affects   much
of  our  organic  chemistry.     Here  the  books,  instead  of
striving  to  link  the  subject  intimately  with  inorganic
c`hemistry,   and   thus   aiming   at   continuity,   too   often
give  the  subject  as  far  as  possible  the   appearance  of
a   different   science.     Unfortunately   many   instructors
follow   the   same   lead.     I   have   known   cases   where   a
law   of  c.hemistry   was   hardly  ever   mentioned,   an   ex-
periment   was   never   shown,   a   substance   was   almost
never   exhibited,   and   the   only   chemical   material   in
evidence  was  pulverized  gypsum  in  streaks  and  curves
on  a  black  background.     There  a,re  notable  exceptions,
of   course,   but   too   much   so-called   organic   chemistry
is  nothing  but  a  riot  of  symbols  and  "bonds."     Some
overlapping  is  necessary  here,  to  offset  the  real  differ-
ences  in  the  nattlre   of  many  of  the  reactions   and  of
many  of  the experimental  methods.     The  course  might
well be made essentially a part of the elementary genera,1
chemistry,  and  less  like  a  separate  science.
In  respect  to  loss  of  time  by  overlapping,  the  uni-
versity,   with   its   numerous    instructors,   is   at   a   dis'-
advantage   when   compared   with   the   college.     In  the
latter,  three   or  four  years  of  chemistry   are  all  given
under  the  immediate  direction  of  one   man.  and  con-
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plications    of   physical    chemistry.     This   is   the    case
both  in  the  laboratory  and  in  the  factory,  both  in  the
biochemistry  and  physiology  of  the  school  of  medicine
and  in the  courses required  of the student  in  chemistry
and   chemical  engineering.     The  institutions   o£  learn-
ing   must   respond   to   the   obvious   demand.     We   are
not   training   students  to   use   four   or   six   years   henc`e
even  the  chemistry  of  to-day,  much  less  the  chemistry
of  I88o  or  I89o.     We  are  training  them  to  understand
the  chemistry  and  biochemistry  of  the  future  and  to
apply and expand the science  as it  will  be several years
hence.     All that  we  know for  certain  about that  chem-
istry   is   that   it   will   be   less   ca,pable   of   mechanical,
unintelligent  use  than  the  chemistry  of  the  past,  and
that   ability   to   apply   theoretical   conceptions   will   be
more   desirable,    nay,   more    indispensable   than   ever.
Standardizing  otir  elementary  courses,   both  as  to  ex-
tent   and  as  to   charac`ter  is   an  essential  part   of  pre-
paredness  to  meet  the  demands  of the  future.
In  this  connection,  a  woi-d  is   in   place  in  regard  to
the  training  of  candjda,tes  for  the  degree  of  Doctor  of
Philosophy,  a  class of students which is rapidly increas-
ing   in   numbers   and   importance.     Their   training   in
the  fundamental  branches  of  chemistry  is  at  present
very  various  and unequal in quality,  even  when  suffi-
cient   in   quantity.     They   can take  advanced  courses,
but  piling  knowledge  on  a  shaky  foundation  is  unwise.
The  advanced  principles  can  perhaps  be  used,   albeit
mechanically,   when,   as   given,   they   happen   exactly
to fit the problem.     But when they have to be adapted
to   a   different  situation,   only   a   chemist   who   ha,s   an
absolutely   sound   understanding   of   the    fundamental
elements  of  the  science  can  make  the  adaptation  with
certainty.     We    are   all   familiar    with    published   re-
searches   which   were   in   reality   futile   and   valueless
because   fundamental   principles   were   overlooked   or
were not correctly brought into relation to the observa-
tions.
One  remedy  is  to  require  graduate  students  to  at-
tend  the  elementary  classes.     This,   however,   is   only
a  half-measure.     Review  courses  in  general  chemistry,
analytical  chemistry,  and  organic  chemistry,  in  which
these   subjects   are   examined   in   retrospect,   can   be
given  so  as  to  occupy  less  time,   and  yet  achieve  the
object   much  more  effectively.     Emphasis   can  be  laid
on   application   of   modern   views,   the   oddities   which
pervade   most   courses  in   chemistry  can  be   discussed,
a  broader  and  more  critical  scrutiny  of  the  principles
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of  which  is  an  idea  previously  acquired  by  practice,
and  only  the  selection  of  the  units  of  which  the  whole
mental  operation  consists,  and  the  arranging  of  them
in due order,  are the results of actual  thought and  con-
scious   reasoning.     After  explaining  some  point to the
class,  such  as  the  reasons  in  terms  of  t,he  ion-product
constant  for  the  precipitation  of  calcium  oxalate,  one
might assume that they all understood the explanation,
and  perhaps  they  all  do.     But  ask  them  individually
to s/a/e briefly the reason for the precipitation, and some
will make remarks that have no  bearing on the  subject,
some  will  make  partly  incorrect  sta,tements,  rna,ny  will
make  statements  that   are  correct  so  far  as  they  go,
but  are  incomplete.     Only  one  student  in  thirty  will
give   a   correct   and   complete   answer.     Many   of   the
others  undoubtedly  understand  the  matter  perfectly,
but   unless   they   have   an   opportunity   themselves   to
put  the  answer  together,  the  impression  will  be  slight
and  fleeting.     It  is  the  exercise  of  going  through  the
reasoning  and  the  wording  of  the  answer,  for  oneself,
that  alone  can  make  the  impression  a  permanent  one
and  fix  the  explanation  in  the  mind.
Evidently,  the  pupil  would  better  study  the  subject
in  the  book,  taking  much  or  little  time  according  as
his  powers  of  acquisition  are  slow  or  fast,  until  he  can
state  each  important  point  in  his  own  words.     Then
the   classroom   work   can   be   confined   to   testing   the
preparation,    discussing    difficulties,    showing   illustra-
tive  experiments,  and  asking  questions  about  the  cases
illustrated.     Before   printing   was   invented,    oral   in-
struction  was  necessary.     It  seems  to  me  that  a,  good
many  university   men  have  not  yet  rea,1ized  that  the
printing   press  is   now   availa,ble.     It   is   right   tha.t   we
should   know   the   history   of   our   profession,   but   not
necessary  to  adhere  to  all  the  practices  of  antiquity.
We   all   know   walking  was  invented  before  the  loco-
motive, but none of us walked to Urbana to this meeting.
Was  that  thoroughly  consistent?
I  am  not  proposing to  abolish  lecturing.     In  courses
taken  by  students  who  alrea,dy  know  how  to  study,
that  is,  in  the  more  advanced  courses,  lectures  are  of
great  value.     They  give  a  general  view  of the territory
as  a  whole,  they  distinguish  the  more  important  from
the  less  important  items,  and  they  enable  the  student
to   conduct  his   o7o#   ¢7;ooJe  s¢wdy   of  the   subject   with
intelligence.     I  am  referring  mainly  to  the  elementary
course   for   freshmen,   where   not   one   member   of   the
class  in  twenty  has  ever  studied  in  the  true  sense,  or
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mained  unclear,   and  the  time  is  spent  on  the  latter.
Also,  the  recollection  of  past  topics,  when  the  need  of
applying  them  arises, can  be  tested,  misunderstandings
can  be  recognized  and  removed,  and  lapses  of  memory
can   be   remedied.     The   method   finds   out   infallibly
what  is  needed,  and  how  much  in  each  case  is  needed,
and  permits  the  doing  of  precisely  what  is  necessary.
The   process   involves   continual   measurement   of   the
existing  results.     A  Zecj#7er  can  only  guess  at  what  is
needed,  and  how  much  of  it,  and  must  necessarily  be
more  or  less  in  error  on  every  occasion.     The  method
advocated  has  for  the  chemist  the  attraction  of  being
quantitative  and,  with  practice,  the  experimental  error
becomes  negligible.
Still   again,   since   the   lectures   are   systematic   and
orderly,  while  the  laboratory  work  is  necessarily  more
or   less   topical,   the   pupil  thinks  the   lectures   are   the
kernel  of  the  course.     Yet,  in  point   of  fact,   the  real
contact  with  the  subject  takes  place  in  the  laboratory,
and   it   is   better   therefore   to   make   the   student   feel
that   the  laboratory   work  is   the   principal   fea,ture   of
the   course,     and   that   the   classroom   work   is   simply
a  discussion  and  adiustment  of  what  has  been  lea,rned
in  the  laboratory  and  a,t  home.     Individual  observa-
tion,  and  reasoning  from  observation,  can  thus  receive
that   strong   emphasis   which   they   deserve,   but   in   a
lecture  can never receive.     Naturally,  every  week each
student   must   begin   with   the   experiments   for   that
week,   since   he   cannot   otherwise   prepare   himself   for
the  class  meetings.
Finally,   maliy   chemists   admit   that   they   lea,rned
little    chemistry    from    the   first    lecture    course,    but
insist  that  the   personality  and  point   of   view   of  the
`   lecturer-not  only  in  matters  c.hemica,1,  but  in  respects
quite  remote   from   that  scie`nc`e-exercised  a  profound
influence  upon  their  own  point  of  view  and  their  subse-
quent   attitude   towards   life.     In   reply,   it   need   only
be  pointed  out  that,  in the free  interchange  of  thought
which   is   a   n.ecessary   part   of   the   method   suggested,
the  opportunity  for  the  personality  of  the  instructor
to  assert  itself  is  even  freer  than  it  ever  can  be  in  a
lecture,   and   that   the   digressions,   if   they   are   such,
since they  will  usually  be  suggested  by  rea,ctions  shown
by  the  students  themselves,  will  be  much  more  likely
to  strike  some  target   effectively   and  forcefully  than
will  the  random  shots  of  a  lecturer,  who  knows  only
what  is  in  his  own  mind,  and  nothing  of  what  is  in the
.     mind  of  the  listener.
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supply  room,   and   erected   over   the   desk  ventilator.
The  traditional  arrangement  of  chemicals  on  a  side
shelf   is   also   open   to    many   objections.     Anywhere
from  ten  to  a  thousand  times  as  much  of  the  chemical.
may  be  taken  as  the  opera,tion  really  requires,  so  that
reckless   habits   are   acquired   and   much   material   is
wasted.     When  the  class  is  following  a  program,  and
working  on  the  same  experiments,  the  same  chemical
is  needed  by several students a,t the same  moment, and
delays   occur.     For   the   sa,me   reason,   certain   bottles
are   quickly   emptied.     When   one   of   the   bottles   is
empty,  it  is  not  the  business  of  any  student  to  have
it filled,  and so another convenient excuse foi. conversa-
tion  is  provided.     The  side  shelf  furnishes  opportuni-
ties  for  conversation  f ar  more  plentifully  than  it  does
chemicals.     With a little initial work by the instructor,
a  list  of the  amounts  of  ea,ch  chemical  and  solution  re-
quired  for  the  term's  work  can  be  prepared,  and  each
student  can  be  provided  with  a  kit  of  chemicals  which
he  keeps  in  his  desk.     Professors   Freas  and  Beans,  at
Columbia   University,  tried  this  plan  first  on   a   class
in   qualitative  analysis,   and  the  instructor  added  be-
tween  twenty  and  twenty-five  per  cent  to  the  work  of
the  course  in  order  that  the  time  thus  saved  might  be
utilized.     The saving in the total  quantity of chemicals
consumed   pays   the   expense   of   making   up   the   kits,
and   the   twenty   to   twenty-five   per   cent   additional
training  is  all  clea,r  profit.     Every  student  is  entitled
to  the  set  of  chemicals  appropriate  to  his  course.     If
he wishes to use  more than the allowance,  which should
be  ample,  he  can  obtain  them  from  the  supply  room
and have them charged   in his bill for breakage.     Thus
those   who   prefer   to   be   extravagant   pay   personally
for the privilege,  and the  appropriations at the  disposal
of  the  department  are  conserved  and  permit  the  offer-
ing of better facilities to all.     For example,  in one term
of  a   course  in organic  chemistry,  one  student  used less
than  $8  worth  of  chemicals,  while  the  largest  amount
used   was   over   $28   for  the   performance   of  the  sa,me
work.     It   was   evident   from   this   that   S12   worth   of
chemicals  was  ample,  and  that  all  students  using  more
had  been  dissipating  the  resources  of  the  department,
and  should  hereafter  be  required  to  pay for the  excess.
In a large laboratory, there are times of the day when
the number of students trying to replace broken a,rticles
or to  obtain 'other  supplies  at the  stock  room,  becomes
great,   and  loss   of  time   is   the  inevitable  result.     No
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finds  tha,t   when   more  than  two  coats  of  paint  have
been  applied,  rusting  is  not  retarded,  but  accelerated.
The  sand  blast  will  take  off  every  trace  of  the  paint
with  astonishing  ease,  and  thus,  with  a  single  coat  of
new   paint,   of   a   properly   chosen   kind,   every   article
placed   in   the   outfit   will   look   as   good   as   new.     111-
kept  apparatus  fosters  careless  work,  while  nice-look-
ing   appara,tus   guides  the  student,   without   bis  being
conscious   of   its   influence,   into   clea,n-cut   and   satis-
factory  manipulation.
The  sand-blast  reminds  us  that  a'  mechanic  and  a,
work-shop  are  necessary features  of  a large  laboratory.
One  recent  research  by  an  eminent  chemist  indicated
that  he  made  an  electroscope  out  of  a tomato  can  tied
to an empty Lydia E.  Pinkham medicine box by mea,ns
of  tan-colored  shoe  laces  of  the  latest  model.     A  more
efficient  and  durable instrument  could have  been  made
with the help of a  mechanic,  and  much of the time the
professor  and  student  spent  in  trying  to  work   with
this  aggregation  would  have  been  sa,ved.     It  is  more
economica,1    to    purchase    standard    apparatus,    but,
when   modified  forms   are  required,   when   repairs   a,re
needed,   and   when   new   apparatus   is   devised   for   re-
search,  the  mechanic,  rea,dily accessible in the building,
is  a  necessity.
Another  problem  of  the  laboratory  is  to  utilize  the
desk   space   during   a   larger   proportion   of   the   time.
If  many  of  the  desks  are  to  be  used  during  only  two
afternoons  in  the  week,  and  are  to  rema,in idle  during
four-fifths  of  the  working  hours,   one  cannot  provide
a  desk  for   each   student,   with   all  the   overhead   cost
for   the   building   and   plumbing   which   that   implies.
In some  courses,  three  or four  cupboards,  each  capable
of   holding   the   whole   outfit,   can   be   provided under
each   working  space,   a,nd  three   or  four  students   can
be  accommodated.     But  in  many  cases,  as  in  quanti-
tative    analysis    and    organic    chemistry,    the    outfit
is  extensive,  and  often  only  one  student  can  use  the
desk.     Yet   the   spa,ce   is    not   rea,1ly   utilized.      Most
of  the  apparatus  is  placed  on  the  bottom  of  the  cup-
board  and  on  the  single  shelf  above-with  the  slnaller
articles   in   the   drawers-and   much   empty   space   is
provided  above  the  apparatus,  in   order  that   articles
at   the   back   rna,y   be   taken   out   without   disturbing
those in front.     Cannot some  way be  devised of saving
this space,  and at the sa,me time  making it unnecessa,ry
for  the  student  to  get  .down  on  his  hands  and  knees
on  the  floor  to  explore  the  dark  recesses  of  the  desk?
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quired   with   the   common   arrangement   and`   instead
of  taking three  to  four  minutes  (by  measurement  with
a,   stop-watch)   to   ascertain   that   he   does   7£oj   have   a
chemical  asked  for  by  the  instructor,  he  reaches  the
sa,me  conclusion  with  greater  certainty  in  six  seconds.
The  effort  to  pull  out  an  ordinary  la,boratory  drawer,
74;%e7G    eow¢!y,    requires,    by    measurement,    a    force    of
4   to   12   pounds.     That   necessary   to   draw   forth   the
rack, with its complete load of apparatus and chemicals
(weight   4o   lbs.),     is     only     2     pounds.     And   finally,
the  construction  of  the  desk  costs  no  more  than  does
that  of  the  usual  desk  with  two  drawers  and  a  cup-
board.
There  are  tea,chefs  of  chemistry  who  feel  that  me-
chanical   devices   for   making   laboratory   work   more
efficient    are    beneath    their    notice.     But,    after    all,
the laboratory is essentially a, study, in which materials
take the place of books,  and manipulation and thinking
take  the  place   of  reading  and  thinking.     A   book   is
arranged  mechanically  for  convenient   and  rapid  use,
whether  it  is  to  be  read  straight  through  or  employed
for  reference.     Why   should   not   simila,r   attention   be
given  to  the   mechanical   arrangement   of  the   labora-
tory?     Of  course,  the   publisher   and   printer  arrange
the   book-not   the   author.     But   the   architect   does
not   know   enough    about   chemical   work   to    devise
anything  helpful-and  we  are  lucky  when  he  does  not
knock  out part  of our plans by persuading the  authori-
ties  that  they  will  put  the  building  out  of  harmony
with   the   other   structures   on   the   campus.     Hence,
the  chemist  must  himself  tackle  the  problem  in  detail.
Then   again,   if   the   laboratory   operations   occupy
long  periods  of  time,  the  intervals  between  the  points
at  which  thought  by  the  student  is  required,  or  the
practice   of   certain   manipulations   is   demanded,   are
so  prolonged  that  the  pupil  forgets  to  think  when  the
time   comes,   and   bungles   the   manipulation   because
his  mind  has  long  since  wandered  to  some  other  sub-
ject.     Thought and physical activity are  more effective
when  there  is  a  more  or  less  continuous  dema,nd  for
them,  and so every abbreviation of the periods  of wait-
ing   and   of  the   interruptions,   caused   by  looking   for
some  article  or  going to  a, hood,  increases  the efficiency
of  the  work  as  a  form  of  study.     It  also,   of  course,
permits  more  work  to  be  done,  and,  therefore,   more
subjects   for   thought   and   more   manipulations  to   be
introduced,   and   so   gives   more   mental   training   and
greater  technical  skill.
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tion to the handling of chemica,1 substa,nces  by someone.
When   the   study   of   our   science   was   largely   menta,1
speculation,   and   the   products   and   rea,gents   largely
immaterial, like  fire  and phlogiston,  we  advanced  but
slowly.     Ages    of   imma,terial   research   for   the    phil-
osopher's    stone    led    only   to    disappointment.     Suc-
sessful   results   in   modern   times   came   from  /oZ/ot"a.#g
Nature,  lea,ming  by  asking  and  experimenting,  reason-
ing  just  enough  from  one  stage  of  acquired  knowledge
to  ask  the  next  question  of  materials.
Professor  Trowbridge,  of  Harvard,  once  said:
"Before Galvani's time men were lost in philosophical specula-
£::es;afrr:E::8t:osutbht:]ec%':;dd;:io°£`se'ohf£Sixapt::im¢e£LSGtdh¢%£,re,tyh°aub8ohut:
them.    Benjamin  Franklin  brought  electricity  down  to  earth
from   the   clouds,   while   Galvani's   experiments  brought   men's
minds  down  from  the  heights  where  they  were  lost,  having  no
tangible transformations to study. "
We   are   now   being  shown,  by  systems  of   national
development,    how   importa,nt   is   the   study   of   the
properties  of   matter.     There  is  no  need  to  raise  the
questions   of  the   war,   nor   of  the   relative   originality
of  different  races,  nor to  compare  the  gif ts  to  scientific
knowledge    of   the   various   world   powers.     We  shall
go only so i ar  as to point out that in national processes
there  is  a  certa,in  peculiar  and  useful  attitude  towards
exact  and new knowledge.     I want to convince you, if I
can, that in the uses of science we ourselves have much to
learn, and in the matter of research we are still children.
In  speaking  of  resea,rch,  I   do  not  mean  to  confine
my   thoughts   to   the   chemists   and   their   knowledge
and   literature.   but   ratber   to   that   science   which   is
back   of  chemistry.     We   may  call  it   natural  science,
if we are careful.     It includes, for my present purposes,
all  philosophy based on  measurable facts.     Psychology
and  therapeutics   come   under  this   head;   so   do   elec-
tricity  and  medicine,  anatomy  and  physics,  chemistry
and   biology.     These   are   inquisitive   sciences,   where
the   answers   come   from   asking   questions   of   Nature.
If  I  can  leave  with  you  even  a  faint  impression  of  the
importance of #eow knowledge, the strength to be gained
from  its  acquirement,  and  the  pleasure  in  the  process
itself ,  I  shall  feel  repaid.
As   distinct   from   your   Illinois  attitude,  research   is
soowej;owes  looked  upon  as  a,  remote,  postponable,  and
especially exacting undertaking,  well-suited for martyrs
of  science  a,nd  unreasoning  optimists,   and  not  at  all
for  teachers.     The  historical  methods  of  teaching  have
still  lingering  in  them  some  of  these  signs.     Even  in
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Our  day  it  is  sometimes  said  that  a  teacher  should  not
be  an  inv.estigator.     It  will  take  a  long  time  to  efface
that  idea  completely,  but  it  will  be  as surely forgotten
as  the  fact  that  most  of  our  older  coil.eges  were  once
religious  centers.     It  is  important  to  realize  that  the
need,    fa,cilities    and    ¢oss¢bG.Z;}6cs    of    resea,rch    are    all
about  us,  retarded  only  by  the  inertia  that  is  in  us.
Every  chemist,  even  in  his  freshman  days,  handles
the   identical   substances   with   which   all   rna,teria,1   ad-
vances will be made.     Because he cannot always handle
them  in  the  ways  of  the  advanced  industry,  he  is  led
to   imagine   tha,t   research   is   closed  to   him.     Yet   so
much  useful  pioneer  work  in  all  fields  has  been  done
with   simple   material   equipment   coupled   with   good
mental   equipment,   that   it   almost   seems   as   though
this was the rule.     The telegraph and telephone started
with  a  few  little  pieces  of  wire  wound  by  hand  with
paper   insulation.     The   basic   work   on   heredity   was
carried  out  by  an  Austrian  monk  with  a  few  garden
peas.     The  steam  engine  came  from  the  kitchen  fire,
and   wireless   from   the   tricks   of   a   little   spark   gap.
There  was,  however,  the  same  general  kind  of   mind
behind  each  one  of  these  discoveries-the  mind of  the
inquisitive thinker.
ADVANCED     TRAINING    NECESSARY    FOR    SCIENTIFIC
SERVICE
Exactly  the  opposite  belief  is  also  quite  common-
that   great   advances   are   made   by   sudden   flashes   of
thought   through   the   mind   of   some   lucky   and   pre-
sumably     ##occ"A;ed    individual.     If    this     were    so,
there would be little need for the high degree of training
which   is   necessary   for   almost   any   scientific   service
in  our  day.     We  may  find  a  simple  illustration  of  this
point  in  organic  chemistry.     We  know  that  the  a,rti-
ficial   production   of   important   chemical   compounds,
such   a,s.  indigo   and   rubber,   has   been   accomplished.
But   how   many   of   us   realize   the   training   that   was
necessary  and  the  research  that  had  to  be  done  before
sticcess   could   be   claimed.     The    Badische    Company
spent   seventeen   years   completing   the   indigo    work
after the j£/s¢ synthesis,  and expended about  $5,ooo,ooo
beforeapound wasputonthemarket.     I might saythat
without at lea,st  fifty  years  of  work  by thousands  of  re-
search chemists, neither problem could have been solved.I
In  my  study  I  have  a  photograph  of  about  thirty
young  research   men  grouped  about  W6hler.     This  is
the  chemist  of  G6ttingen  who  first  discovered  that  an
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and  an  enormous  expansion  of  activity  has  resulted  from  the
progress of the  pure  and  a,pi)lied  natural  sciences."
American    chemists    have    had    German    chemists
pointed  to  as  examples  almost  long  enough,  but  there
is  some  value  in  concrete  examples,  and  I  cannot  re-
frain  from  comparing  our  own impoverished  condition
in  the  matter  of  fixed  nitrogen  to  that  of  Germany.
Excepting  one  or two  minor  attempts,  we Americans
have  made  almost  no  study  of  the  fixation  of  atmos-
pheric   nitrogen.     I   want   you   to   realize   the   varied
and   expensive   researches,   mostly   carried   on   abroad,
which  were  required  to  reach  the  present  position  of
the  nitrogen  question.     There  were  in  Germany  and,
by   German    capital,   in   Scandinavia,    several   direct
oxidation  processes,  carried  through  the  experimental
to   the   practical   commercial   stage.     The   Schoenherr
process  is  one  of  these,  the  Birkeland  and  Eyde  pro-
cess    another.     The    direct    combination    of    nitrogen
and  hyd`rogen  to  form  ammonia  has  been  successfully
developed  in  the  German  Haber process, and the  cyan-
amide    process,    with    all    its    products   from   carbide
to   ammonium   nitrate,   was   developed   in   Germany.
There   they   used   not   only   the   peculiar   reactions   of
calcium  carbide  with  nitrogen,  but  the  production  of
the nitrogen from liquid air, the reaction between wa,ter
and  cyanamide  to  form  ammonia,  and  then  an  oxida-
tion  process  for  obtaining  the  nitric  acid.     The  oxida,-
tion   of   ammonia  to   nitric   acid  by  stich   methods   as
the   Ostwald   process   has   been   studied   by   many   in-
vestigators   since   183o,   and   several   different  schemes
ar.e  now  in  use  abroad.
At  the  time  most  of  this  research  work  was  under
way  it  was  not  at  all  clear  what  use  was  to  be  made
of   it.      Much   of   it   was   ¢%/e;y   a)code7%6c  research,   but
it was  clear  that without the knowledge itself ,  certainly
no  use  a,t  all  would  be  made  of  it.
I  do  not  want  you  to  look  at  research  as  an  old,
established   utility.     I   want   you   to   see   it   as   I   do:
a  powerful  factor  proved   by  the   advance   of   the  in-
dustrial  welfare  of the foremost  countries,  and a world-
experiment o£ less than a century's  trial,  but something
still   unappreciated   in   America.     It   is   true   that   the
ea,rliest   man  and  many  of  the  lower  animals  accom-
plished  ends  by  resea,rch,  but  I  refer  now  to  research
in  the  natural  sciences  and  to  the  research  which  in
our  day  is  necessary  to  our  desired  activities.     These
sciences   are   already   very   highly   developed,   and   ad-
vanced   education   is    demanded   b=,-   tb.eri`     For   ex-
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I  would  rather  be  a  little  Moses  than a  big  Jeremiah.
I  would  much  rather  point  a  way  to   a  promised  land,
however  remote,  than  talk  about  our  lamenta,ble  con-
ditions.     But  we  Americans  are  not  sufficiently  imbued
with  the  spirit  of  active  and  efficient  service.      We  are
a  preliminary experiment on the  possibility of operating
a  competitive  nation  in  a  democratic  manner,  but  we
doii't  care  enough  about  it.     We  have  about  as  little
interest   in   the   wonder   and   elasticity   of  nature,   the
laws of materials (except where they affect our stomachs
and  our  health)  as  had  Darwin's  starving  Patagonians.
With  us  the  spirit  of  the  hive  is  confined  to  the  bees.
Germans and Japanese rna,ke better schola,rs than we do,
and  a   Chinese  laundryman  sticks  longer  to  his  daily
job   and   talks   less   about   it.     We   are   living   in   the
Garden  of  the  Gods,  but  we  are  still  ea,ting  grass.
Is there no significa,nee in  the fact that  many Ameri-
ican  colleges  are  better  known  through  their  foot  work
than  their  head  work?     Is  it  not  significant  that  tbe
Y.  M.  C.  A.'s  dotting  our land  are  as strong in  bowling
alleys  as  in  education,  and  that  most  of  our  religious
training  goes  to  the  heathen?     Is  it   a  sign   of  health
that  so  large  a  portion  of  our  newspapers  are  paid to
feed   us   with   results   of  useless  experiments  between
prize   fighters?     I   think   the   stadium   should   be   the
acc`essory   of   the   laboratory,   not   the   temple   of   the
oracle;   and   that   in   reality   a   research   laboratory   is
more  compatible  with  the  object  of  a  university  than
is   the   more   common  training  table.     I   do   not   mean
to  be  too  insistent  as  a  critic  or  too  pressing  as  an  ad-
vocate,  but  I  hate to see  my own  country such  a, trailer
as   it   now   is.     I   hope   the   conditions   are   changing,
but  I  know  they  are  not  changing  fast  enough.     Prob-
ably  Moses  and  Jeremiah  were  both  right.
All   service   is   based   on   knowledge,   and   knowledge
is  an  ever  augmenting thing  which  almost  anyone  may
increase.      If  the  stock  is  c/er7Gozzy  useful,  as  it  is,  how
great  must  be the value  of the ;#des/r#cj¢bzc   increments
which  o%yo#e  may produce.     I  do  not think  due rever-
erice  is  given  to  new  knowledge.     I  want  to  illustrate.
SERVICE   OF  RESEARCH
Sometime,   somewhere,   cent.uries   a,go,   the   slag   of
a    fireside    appeared    transparent;    someone    tried    to
learn   more   about   it,   and   so   ultimately,   glass   was
made.     Research  is  still  under  way  on  that  very  ma-
terial,   and   countless   numbers   of   men   have   slowly
added   to   the   knowledge.     Glass   ha,s   kept   the   cold
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sories to survival.     This is the important point.     Good
guns  go  with  good  clothes,   and  niter  is  good  for  fer-
tilizers  and  for  guncotton.     The  signs  that  we  are  im-
proving  in  our  civilization   will   also  indicate  that   we
are   growing   in   our   powers   of   national   defense,   but
this  should  come  rather  as  a  consequence  than  as  an
object.     The   world   has   always   been   improving,   and
the  real  growth  and   development  has  come  to  those
nations   which   have   been  responsible  for  the   original
research work and not f or the mere storage or conserva-
tion  of  the  knowledge.
The  first  or  fundamental  discovery  in  any  series  is
not  the  only  important  one,  so  I  am  going  to  take  an
extreme  view  and  say,  it  is  only  the  continuation  of
research   which   is   of   any   considerable   importa,nce   to
us.     The  fundamental   discoveries   may  be  like  seeds,
but   the   values   are   like   growing   plants.     An   acorn
may  correspond to  the  work  of  a  Henry  or a  Faraday,
but  the  great  and growing tree of electrical or chemical
work  corresponds  more nearly to the  living state of the
oak  species.     We  are  much  more  interested  in  what  is
to  come  tban  in  what  has  alrea,dy  been  accomplished.
PROBI,EMS  FOR  RESEARCH
I  realize  that  I  ought to  illustrate this  appeal for re-
search by concrete examples of chemical things to study.
I   know   the   feeling   of  the   chemist   who    is   mentally
compressed by the rna,ss of investigation work which has
already  been  done  and  by the  known  facts  which  seem
already  to  cover  entirely  a,11  possibilities;  but  I  know,
too,  that  the  future   will  make  use  of  knowledge  for
which   we  now  have  #o  t/ocob"Jo7y   and  no  powers  for
comprehension,   and   so   could   not   possibly   o7G/;c¢.¢o/c.
If , then, I try to illustrate the search for new knowledge,
you  may  be  sure  my  illustrations  will  be  inadequate.
In   the   first   place,    I   cannot   be   reckless   enough.
This I lea,rn from looking ba,ckward.     I would not have
dared  suggest  that  a  dozen  good  men should study  the
little  hydrogen  generator  of  the  freshma,n  laboratory,
toseewhat wasinit.     If Ihad, Isuppose Ishouldhave
suggested   a   research   on   pipe   organs,   because   of  the
singing  hydrogen  fla,me,  or  on  bombs,  because  of  the
explosions.     But   someone   tried   synthetic   ammonia,
others  Zeppelins,  and  others  the  cutting  and  welding
of iron.     When  I see in our own factory the three score
men  now  using  oxyhydrogen  all  day for this latter use,
I  am impressed  with the  eternal  proximity of new  and
useful  knowledge.     A  very few  years  ago,  two  or three
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times  as  rna,ny  men  would  have  been  necessary  to  do
this  work in the  old,  more  difficult  and less satisfactory
manner.
The  most  natural  suggestions  for  research  a,re  those
simple   ones   referring   to   chemical   elements.     There
are  still  plenty   of   "unknowns"   among  the  elements,
and  of  one  thing  we  may  be  sure,  there  are  certainly
no two alike.     Any chemist who wants to add to chem-
ical  knowledge  need  not  go  beyond  the  list  of  elements
for  his  subject.     The  properties  he  discloses  will  every
one  of  tbem  be  sometime  a  help  to  his  science  and  of
service   to   his   country.     As   far   a,s   possible   also,   his
country  will  reward  him  with  patents  if  he  asks  them.
We  ought  to  begin  at  the  points  where  others  left
off,  and continue the resea,rch of the chemical elements.
One  reason  why  this  appeals  to  me  is  that  I  have  seen
so  many recent  a,pplications  of  entirely  new  knowledge
of elements in  my own work.     I  merely  mention   tung-
stem,   molybdenum,   boron,   argon,  silicon,  magnesium,
titanium,  thallium,   vanadium  and   chromium,   which,
because   of   properties   not   known   until   recently,   are
nevertheless   already  doing  commercial   service  in   our
restricted   electrical   field.     Surely   we   know   still   far
too little  about these elements,  but  we  know less  about
many others.
If   now,   the   chemist,   still   neglecting   the   infinite
compounds  and  narrowed  in  his  resea,rches  to  the  ele-
ments,   and  then   perhaps   to   the   metals,   and   finally
to   a  single  element,   still   asks,  "What  shall  I   do?,"   I
would  refer  him  to  the  isotopes  of  his  element.     Our
American  Richards,  supporting the researches resulting
from the  studies  of radioactivity,  has  shown that  there
are   two   lea,ds.     They   are   somewhat    different,    but
cannot  be  separated  easily.     Of  course  someone  ought
to   separate   all  isotopes,   and  then  there  is  plenty  of
room  for  research  on  the  single  isotope.
One   of   the   great   needs   of   the   country   which   re-
flects  on  us  chemists  and  calls  for  immediate  research,
is that for American potash.     There is no supply in sight
which   is   nearly   comparable   with   the    Germa,n   de-
posits,    and   our   fertilizer   and   other   industries   will
certainly  suffer   because   of  this   difference.     We   have
plenty  of  feldspar  calling  for  a  simple  process  for  re-
moving   the   potash   it   conta,ins.     We   have   oceans  of
sea-water  carrying  plenty  of  potash.     We  don't   know
how  to  extract  it.     Don't  say  it  can't  be  done,  for  it
is  being  done  by  miles  of  seaweed.     Why  should   we
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"UNPAID    RESEARCH"    NEEDS   APPRECIATION
Under   such   a   classifica,tion,   the   part   of   research
I   am   most  interested  in  promoting  is   what   we   may
call  the  %#Po¢d  kind,   not  because  it  is  cheapest,  but
because  it  is  the  most  valuable.     It  is  most  neglected,
most  poorly  understood,  most  in  need  of  apprecia,tive
support  in  America.
The  separate  industries  do  not  need  encourageme'nt
in   research   nearly   so   much   as   the   nation   needs   it.
The   industries   can   be   depended   on   to   estima,te   its
value    to    them,    for    they    ta,ke    annual    inventories.
But  a country  which  keeps  no  books,  seems to  ha,ve to
depend on accident for its most valuable research work.
It  seems  to  me  that  many  of  our  American  colleges
have  been  shortsighted  in  this  respect.     This  may  be
explained   by   the   rapidly   increasing   demand   in   our
growing  industries  for  analytical  chemists  and  chem-
ical   engineers,   who   Could   at   once   meet   the   existing
industrial   requirements.     This   demand   has   kept   the
chemical   departments   of   our   colleges   and   technical
schools  very  busy  with  the  elementary  and  analytica,1
• side of chemistry and left little room for the synthetical
or   experimental   side.     It   has   also   naturally   tended
toward   the   development   of   highly  efficient   organiza-
tions,   equipments   and   corps   of   instructors   for   the
preparation  of  the  one  type  of  chemist,  but  this  very
success   seems   frequently  to   make   impracticable   the
training of  men for research.     The conscientious Amer-
ican  professor  has  usually  devoted  his  life  to  bringing
his  stu'dents  up to a certa,in promising stage of interest in
science and  experiment,  only to  see them scatter  before
they   have   had   any   experience  in  questioning  Nature,
or  have  tried  any  unbeaten  path  of  chemical  byway.
While   I   am   greatly   interested   in   what   might   be
done   I or   science   by   technical   research   laboratories
in the industries,  I  am sure that the university  must be
the  important  factor  in  guiding  the  pioneer   work  i£
we  are  to  be  a sufficiently  advancing nation.
Let   me   recall   recent   words   of   President   Wilson:
"I know I reflect your feeling and the feeling of all our citizens
when  I  say  the  only  thing  I  am  afraid  of  is  not being  rea,dy  to
perform  our  duty.     I  am  a,fraid  of  the  danger  of  shame.     I  am
afraid  of  the  danger  of  inadequacy.     I  am  afra,id  of  the  danger
of not being able to express the correct character of the country
with tremendous might and effectiveness whenever we are called
upon to act in the field of the world's affairs."
These    words   ring   true.     The    American   spirit    is
characterized  by  them.     But  think  further  a  moment.
They  refer  to  a  fea,r  based  upon  an  entirely  corrigible
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ing  space.     Plans  for  the  new  building  are  the  result
of   the    cooperation    of   the    Supervising    Architect's
office  with  the  heads  of  divisions  of the  department  of
chemistry  under  the  able  leadership   of   Professor   W.
A.     Noyes,     Director    of    the    La,boratory.     By    this
cooperative    development    of   the    plans,    the    special
needs  of  each  line  of  work  are  provided  for,  while  the
building   as   a   whole   possesses   uniformity   of   design
without  needless  duplication  of  equipment.
The  new  building  joins  the  old  at  the  extremities  of
the   rear   wings,   where   fire   walls   make   it   possible   to
shut  off  either  side  completely.     The  fire  walls  project
above  the  roof  and  may  be  seen  in  the  accompanying
cut  of  the  building.     The  liberal  use  of   white  enamel
brick  in  the  court   makes  the  inner  rooms  light   and
attractive.     Passage   between   the   old   and   the   new
portions  of  the  building  may  be  effected  through  the
wings   or   by   a   corridor   which   connects   the   center
portions  upon  the   first   and  second   floors.     Although
the new part  of the building  covers a smaller  a,rea than
the   old,   it   furnish.es   a   larger   working   space   for   the
reason  that  five  entire  floors  are  available  for  labora-
tory  purposes.     The  general  pla,n  of  space  distribution
places   the   research   laboratories,   offices,   library   and
museum  in  the  new  building  while  the  routine  labora-
tories  are  chiefly  in  the  old  building.     It  is  expected
that   considerable  remodeling  of  the   old   part   will  be
done   during  the  coming  summer  in  accordance   with
this plan      The  offices  of the director of the laboratory
and  of  the  division  of  applied  chemistry  remain  in  the
old part near the  main entrance on the west front.
The   building   is   a   part   of   the   quadrangle   of   uni-
versity   buildings   and   is   conveniently   located   with
respect   to   the   College   of   Liberal   Arts   and   Sciences,
the  College of  Commerce and  Business  Administration,
the  College  of  Engineering,  the  College  of  Agriculture,
and  the   Graduate   School,   from  all   of   which  the   de-
partment   of   chemistry   draws   students.     The   main
entrance   is   in   the   center   of   the   west   front,   which
faces    the    quadrangle.     Two    sma,1ler    entrances    are
located upon  both the  north  and the  south sides  of the
building,  while  in the  center  of the  east front  is loca,ted
the   service   door,   which   is   conveniently   placed   with
respect  to  the  main`stockroom,  the  eleva,tor  and  the
shipping  rooms.
THE   NEW   BUILDING
The   i ramework  of   the  new  building  is  of  structura,1
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which is  driven  to  a,11 parts  of the building,  entering the
rooms   through   conduits   at   the   ceiling.     Foul   air   is
forc`ed   out   through   the   opening   in   the   hood   flues.
The  a,ir  is  changed six times  per  hour,  the  temperature
being   controlled   by   automatic   regulators.     A   sma,1l
exhaust  fa,n  in  the  att].c  removes  the  air from the toilet
rooms.     There   are   also   four   chemical   exhaust   fans,
ea,ch  capable  of  ha,ndling   Io,ooo  cubic  feet  of  air  per
minute,  which  are  used  to  remove  the  impure  atmos-
phere from some  of  the  laboratories  and  hoods.
Special   attention   has   been   given   to   the   electrical
equipment    of    the    laboratories,    five    systems    being
available  in  all  parts  of  the  building:   Io,   IIo,  and  22o
volt   direct   current  and   IIo  and   22o  volt  alternating
current.     Besides  these   many   of  the   labora,tories   are
supplied  with  current  from  the  storage  battery  system
o£  35  cells.     Scattered  through  the  building  there  are
15o   wall   plugs,   16o   experimental   plug   boxes   and   16
motor  boxes,  making  electrical  current  available  in  a,11
places.     The   lighting   is   the   indirect   system,   there
being    73o    lighting    outlets    and    3oo    wall    switches.
The   total   electrical   load   of   the   building   is   13o   kilo-
watts,   there   being   in   use   three   transformers   of   so
K.  W.  each.
The  type   of   construction   and   the   completeness   of
the   equipment   of   the   new   building   rna,y   be   inferred
from  the  following  tabulation  of  materials  used:
Structural  steel .  .  .
Reinforcing  steel ....
Sand  and  gravel
Sewer  tile
Cut stone
Terrazzo steps  and  risers ....
Sheet copper
Skylight  glass ....
Radiating surface-181  radiators ....
Covering  for  steam  pipe ....
Conduits,  for  electric  system ....
Electric  wiring ....
Iron  pit)e(a)  for  water,  gas,  vacuum,  etc..
Block-tin  pipe  for  distilled  wtlter   . .  .
Alberene  (21.500  square  feet) .  .  .
(a)  Excluding  table  fittings
THE    LABORATORY    EQUIPMENT
THE  DIVISION  OF  INORGANIC  CHEMISTRY  AND  QUALITA.
TlvE   ANAL¥sls  occupies  one  laboratory  on  the  fourth
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with   cork.     There   is   also   a   dark   room   for   spectro-
scopic   work.
THE    DlvlsloN    oF    QUANTITATIVE    ANALYSIS    occupies
the  entire  north  end  of  the  second  floor.     There   are
laboratories   for   beginning   quantita,tive   courses.    ad-
va,nced   courses   and   food   analysis   accommodating   in
all  4oo  students.     A  large  working  space  is  assured  to
every  student  and  double-length  drawers  are  provided
for  condensers,  burettes  and  other  lengthy  apparatus.
The    student    desks    are    eauiDDed    with    gas,    water,
I,ABORATORY  FOR  STUDY  OF`   PAINTS,   OII,S   AND  TARS
waste  and  suction,  while  in  the  hoods  compressed  air,
hydrogen   sulfide,    high   pressure  steam  and  electrical
c`onnections  are  supplied.      In the  hoods  are  also  placed
specially   constructed   steam   baths,  the  tops   of   which
are  terraced  with  three  levels in order to  rna,ke  the  rear
openings   more   accessible   and   to   decrease   as   far   as
possible  danger  of accident to dishes on the front row of
openings.     There are three conveniently located balance
rooms,    containing    53   balances    for  student    use.     A
Kjeldahl  room  is  provided  with  equipment  such  that
15o  digestions  may  be  carried  on  at  one  time  and  the
distillation  apparatus  has  room  for  5o  flasks.     A  sepa-
rate   ventilation   system   is   provided    for    this   room.
A  dark  room  conta,ins  a  polariscope.  a  refractometer,
a   thermostat   and   other   equipment   needed   for   work
of    this    type.     An    electrolytic    laboratory    is    fully
equipped  for  various  types  of  electro-analysis.     There
(45)
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an   operating   room,    refrigerator   room,    and   a   dark
room.
THE   DlvlsIor`'    oF   pl-I¥SICAL   CHEMISTRY   occupies   the
north  end  of  the  first  floor  and in  addition  has  a  cLq,lori-
metric   laboratory   and   an   electric  furnace  la,boratory
in   the   ba,sement.     The   space   devoted   to   undergrad-
uate   work   is   in   the   old   building   except   one   optical
laboratory   and   a   balance   room.     The   large   under-
gra,dtiate   laboratory   ha,s   working   space   for    5o   stu-
dents.
A  feature  of  the   a,rrangement   of  space  in   the   new
building  is   the   segregation   of   certain   kinds    of    work
in  rooms  designed  for  special  purposes.     The  prepara-
tion   and   purific`ation   of   a,1l   chemicals   will   be   carried
out   in   the   two   preparation   la,boratories.     One   con-
tains    various   types    of   distilling   and   subliming   ap-
paratus,     vacuum    pumps.     ele.trical    furnaces,     and
generators   furnishing   a,   va,riety    of   pure   gases.     The
adjoining   room   is   furnished   with   apparatus   for   pre-
cipitation,  crystallization,  filtration,  centrifuging,   dry-
ing,  cooling.  etc.
The  cleaning  room  is  equipped  with  a  steam  drying
closet;  an  iron  vat  which  is  surrounded  by  stea,in  coils
and    is    filled    with    chromic    acid    cleaning    solution;
and  a  deep  roomy  sink  with  glass  dra,in  boards.     The
titration  laboratory has  a  white  tile  floor  and the  walls,
ceiling   and   furniture   are   finished   with   white   ena,met
laboratory   pairit.      The   room   has   a   north   aid   east
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of  these  rooms  to  be  used  either  as  offices  or  as  labora-
tories.     A  narrow  ledge  is  placed  against  the  wall  at
the  height  of  an  ordinary  table.     Upon  this  ledge  is
arra,nged  a  system  of service supplies usually required
in  a  laboratory.     By  placing  a  table  against  the  ledge
a  convenient  laboratory  desk  is  obtained  and  by  re-
moving   the   table   the   room   is   quickly   transformed
into  an  office.
The  work  tables  and  laboratory  desks  are  in  most
instances  constructed  with  built-up  birch  wood  tops,
treated   with   aniline   black.     In   some   of   the   rooms,
however,  alberene  stone  has  been  used.     Many  of  the
lockers  in  the  desks  are  fitted  with  wire-glass  doors.
THE   DlvlsloN   OF   AI>pLIED   CHEMlsTR¥   occupies   the
south  end  of  the  building  upon  the  basement  and  first
floor.       The   equipment   of   this   division   provides   for
work jn all lines  of industrial  chemistry  and  metallurgy
excepting water chemistry and electrochemistry.
The  large  general  industrial  laboratory  in  the  base-
ment  has  desks  for  about  fifty  students  in  advanced
industrial   and   metallurgical   courses.     The   desks   are
of  a  special  design  with  high  sanitary  base.     The  west
half  of  the  room  is  used  for  the  installation  of  larger
scale   apparatus   and   machinery   for   both   instruction
and  research.     Supply  pipes  for   gas,   compressed  air,
high   pressure   steam,   vacuum.   etc.,   are   conveniently
placed,   as   well   as  switchboards   with   outlets  for  the
power  circuits.     A  room  for  fine  balances  and  an  in-
structor's  office  and  record  room  are  adjacent  to  this
room.
METALI,uRGlcAI,woRKisprovidedforinasuiteofrooms.
For   assaying  and  furnace   work   of   all  kinds   a  large
room   contains   permanent    installations   of   coal-,   oil-
and   gas-fired   muffle   and   crucible   furnaces,   a   large
roasting    furnace,   besides    various    experimental    fur-
naces  of  special  design.     A  fuel  stora,ge  room  is  on  the
east side while oil supply is kept in a large underground
reservoir   located   outside   the   building   and   designed
for  convenient  filling from the  street.     From this  tank
the  oil  is  forced  to  a  constant-level  distributing  tank
in  the  fuel  room.     The  pyrometer  laboratory  located
opposite  the  furnace  room  is  designed  for  calibration
and use of pyrometers, cooling curve work and prepara-
tion   of   metal   specimens.     Adjacent   to   this   is   the
metallography  laboratory   with   a  pier  for  supporting
two    large    metallurgical    microscopes    with    cameras.
A  third  microscope  will  be  suDoorted  on  the  firm  wall
of  the  vault  stack  on  one  sid-e-of  the  room.     A  large
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room   is   provided  for   photometric   and   optical   test-
ing.
The  suite  of  rooms  in  the  older  portion of  the  build-
ing  devoted  to  state  chemical  work  is  of  especial  in-
terest.     Here  the  chemical  work  for  the   Engineering
Experiment    Station,    the    State    Geological    Survey
and  for  various  university  departments  is   done,   and
here  is  carried  out  the  chemical  work  connected  with
fuel   inspection   for   the   university   and   for   the   State
Board of Administration.       All coal used in the various
state  institutions  is  purchased upon  the  basis  of  analy-
ses    and    calorimetric    determinations    made    by    this
laboratory.
Several    rooms    devoted    to    offices    and    research
laboratories  complete  the  space   a,1lotted  to  this   divi-
sion.
THE     DIVISION     OF     SANITARY     CHEMISTR`Y     AND     THE
STATE   WATER  SuRVE¥  occupy  the  ground  floor  at  the
north   end   of   the   building.     Offices   are   provided  for
the   director,   the   chief   engineer,   the   assistant   engi-
neers  and  draftsmen.   In  the  drafting  room is  a special
libra,ry   of   sanitary   chemistry.     Sepa,rate   laboratories
are    provide.d    for    sanitary    chemical    analysis,    bac-
teriological  examination,  and  mineral  a,na,1ysis.     These
laboratories   are   separated   from   each   other   by   glass
partitions,   making  a  particularly  light  and  attractive
environment.     There   are   two   incubator   rooms,   one
kept  at  2o°  and  the  other  at  37. 5°,  heating  and  regu.
1ation   being   accomplished   by   accurate   electrical   de-
vices.     In   the   wa,sh   room   there   are   large   sinks   and
drain  boards;  the  permutit  water-softening  apparatus;
a hot air sterilizer  with an insulated oven; and a roomy
new-model  autoclave  which  is  operated  by  high  pres-
sure  steam.     There  is  a,1so  provided  a  laboratory  for
research  on  special  problems;  a private  laboratory for
the   director;   a   conference   room;   a   special   fireproof
vault  and  a  well-located  shipping  room.
The   student   laboratories   for   instruction   in   water
analysis  conta,in  48  desks  as  well  as  rooms for  a,mmonia,
distillations,    technical    experiments,    incubators    a,nd
balance  ca,ses.
THE  GENERAL  SERVICE  EQUIPMENT
sTORERooMs    are    placed    conveniently    about    the
building,   one   on  the  second   floor,   two  on  the  third
floor,   and   one  on  the  fourth  floor.     The  main  stock
room   is   in   the   basement,   under   the   lecture   room.
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4  8.     The  single  coil   C  D  is  a  3-in.   copper  tube  con-
nected  with  the  high-pressure  steam  permitting  more
thorough   preheating   of   the   feed   water.     The   exit  I
is raised  two inches  above the bottom  of the condenser
box  in  order  to  leave  behind  any  sediment.     From  I
the   feed   water  passes   to   C   (Fig.   I).     The   final   con-
densation  of  the  steam  is  effected  in  the  compartment
below   F G,   into   which   cold   water   passes   through  P.
The  overflow  S  rises  8  inches  from  the  bottom.     The
distilled  water  leaves  the  apparatus  at  8  and  is  stored
in  a  heavily  tinned  copper  tank  which  has  a  capacity
of   28oo  liters.
The   feed   water   used   is   rain   water   from   cisterns
when  this  is  available;  at  other  times  use  is  made  of
the,  water  from  the   university   wells   which   has   been
softened   by   the   permutit   process.     An   amount    of
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alkaline    permanganate    is    added    which    is    slightly
in  excess  of  the  amount  required  by  the  oxygen  con-
suming   power   of   the   feed   water.     The   capacity   of
the  still  is  8o-Ioo  liters  per  hour  but  when  running  at
full   capacity   the   product   contains   somewhat    more
ammonia   than   is   desirable.     When   running   at   the
rate  o£  6o  liters  per  hour  the  nitrogen  in  the  form  of
ammonia   may   be   reduced  to   o.o6    part    per   million
or   less.     The   original   water   contains    2.o  parts   per
million  of  nitrogen  in  the  form  of  ammonia   and  o.15
part  as   albuminoid  ammonia.
HYDROGEN   SULFIDE   is   to   be   generated   in   an   attic`
room   which   is   thoroughly   ventilated   and   completely
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coMPREssED   AIR  is  also  supplied  from  the   machine
room  in  which  is  placed  an  air  compressor  capable  of
supplying  a  pressure  up  to  8o  1bs.  per  square  inch.
THE   I,IBRAR¥  is  located   on  the   second   floor  at   the
east  front  in  a  room  which  is  commodious,  attractive,
fireproof   a,n¢   easily   accessible   from   all   parts   of   the
building.     The   library   contains   35oo   books   selected
to   cover   all   bra,nches   of  pure   and   applied   chemistry
and    65oo    bound    volumes    of    chemical    periodicals.
An   important   pa,rt   of   the   li.brary   equipment   is   the
PczZ"e7   Me%o/GOJ   £¢b/o7y,   which   consists   of   the   pri-
vate  collection  of  chemical  works  of  the  late  Professor
Arthur   W.   Palmer.     In   addition   to   the   bound   vol-
umes    the    library    receives    Io5    current    periodicals.
At   present   the   book   stacks   contain   15oo   linear   feet
of shelving; the plans provide for doubling this amount.
Further   expansion   of   both   the   library   and   reading
room  is  possible  by   the   use   of   an   adjoining  seminar
room.     The    card   ca,talogue   lists  under  both  author
and  sub].ect  all  literature  of   interest  to  chemists  which
is   to   be   found   upon   the   university   campus.     The
library  is   open   daily   (except   Sunday)  from  7.45   A.M.
to   Io.oo  P.M.
THE  LECTURE  RooM  is  an  amphitheatre  of  hexagonal
shape  situated  in  the  court  at  the  center  of  the  build-
ing.     It  was   erected  in   I9o2,  but   was  remodelled  in
1914,   making  it  fireproof.     The  seats,   of  which  there
are  39o,   are  elevated  upon  tiers  of  concrete  benches,
affording   a   good   view   of   the   lecture   ta,ble   from   all
parts  of  the  room.     It  may  be  entered  from  the  first
floor  directly  opposite  the  main  entrance  or  from  the
connecting   corridor   and   from   the   second-floor   corri-
dor.     The   lighting   is   mainly   by   skylight,   provision
being  made  for  darkening  the  room  for  the  use  of  the
lantern.
Three    other    smaller    lecture    rooms    seating    Ioo,
75   and  6o,  respectively,  are  in  use  for  smaller  class'es.
Each  lecture  room  has  a  preparation  room  and  is  sup-
plied   with  the  equipment  needed  for  lecture  demon-
stration.     The  lecture  room  used  jointly  by  physical
and applied chemistry has a lecture table with  movable
end   sections,   permitting   experiments   to   be   set   up
in  the   preparation   room  or   displa,ys   to   be   arranged
in   the   museum.     In   addition   to   these   four   rooms
there   are   eight  recitation  rooms   and   three   seminar
rooms.
THE    MusEUM    contains    an   extensive    collection    of
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mineral  specimens,  samples  of  rna,nufactured  products
and  other  displays  of interest to students of  chemistry.
Some   cases   containing   specimens   of   general   interest
are   placed   in   the   connecting   corridors   in   which   are
hung  pictures  of  noted  chemists.
THE   cl.uB   RooM   is   an   attractiv`e   room   on   the   first
floor  provided  as  a  home  for  the  Chemical   Club  and
rfee    JZ/¢."o¢.a     CAc77GG.s/.      The    adjoining    seminar    room
may  be  thrown  open  by  double  doors`  the  two  rooms
furnishing  delightful  social   quarters.     An  open  grate,
appropriate    decorations    and    comfortable    furniture
make   these   rooms   homelike   and   popular.
GUESTS   OF  THE  DEPARTMENT
THE  DIVISION   0F  BACTERIOLOGY   OF  THE  DEPARTMENT
oF   BOTANY  occupies  temporary   quarters  on  the  third
floor.     The    la,rge    laboratory,    which    accommodates
the    students    in    elementary    bacteriology,    has    Io8
lockers.     There   are  two  smaller  laboratories,   one  for
applied  bacteriology  with  locker  provision  for  34  stu-
dents   and   the   other   for   research   with   accommoda-
tions    for    44    graduate    students.     Included    in    this
suite   are   smaller   rooms   arranged   and   equipped   as
follows:    a    preparation   room,    a    sterilization    room,
two   constant   temperature   rooms   which   are   kept   at
37. 5°  a,nd   2o°,  respectively,  a  seminar  room,  a  supply
room,  two  offices  and  two  private  laboratories  for  use
of  the  teaching  force.
The  furniture   and   arrangement   of  these  rooms  are
in harmony with that in the other portions of the build-
ing.     As   future   growth   makes   expansion   necessary,
these  rooms  are  to  be  occupied  by  the  department  of
chemistry.
THE    BOARD     0F    TRUSTEES     OF    TIIE     UNITED     STATES
PHARMACopoEIAI,    CoNVENTloN   is   granted   the   use   of
an  office  and  private  la,boratory  upon  the  third  floor
which   are   occupied`  by   its   chairman,  Dr.  J.  H.  Beal.
While  the  work  done  here  is  not  strictly  a  part  of  the
university    curriculum,    the    presence   of   this   labora-
tory   is   a,  great  help   to  those  students  who are inter-
ested    in    pharmaceutical    chemistry.     Dr.    Beal    has
consented to  act  as  director  of pharmaceutica,1 research
and   accepts   a   limited   number   of   graduate   students
for  work  upon  special  problems.
TIIE   VAI.UE   OF   THE  BUILDING  AND   EQUIPMENT
The   original   cost   of   the   building   erected   in   I9o2
was  little  short  of  the  total   appropriation  which  was
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